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Thinned Wood Processing System by Robot and Characteristic Database

Production Example

Pick-up System

Characteristic Database　
Though it is challenging to distinguish a suitable 
thinned wood for the designed shape by 
appearance due to the material’ s irregular 
material, the characteristic database could 
ident i fy  the sui table  wood easi ly .  The 
characteristic database contains wood features, 
such as length and diameter, which are obtained 
from the photogrammetry shape of thinned 
woods. Querying the database returns the ID of 
the wood, which wood best suited for the 
designed shape (and thus minimizes the cut 
volume). Next, it is required to locate the wood t 
linked to the ID.

This system facilitates the finding of desired 
wood that have a particular shape from the 
stocks. The pick-up system is composed of a 
cross-laser module with a 2-Axis rotation 
mechanism, and AR markers attached to the 
wood  in  s tock .  The  wood’ s  pos i t ion  
registered by taking a photo of the attached 
AR marker. When the ID of the wood’ s is 
entered in the system, the laser points to the 
wood corresponding item.

　ログハウスの隅部、切削加工の様子。
微妙な傾きを持つ交差部を切削してい
ます。

　

The rotary chuck has two roles—to fix 
cylinder-like shapes of wood and rotate woods 
according to an inputted angle. One of the 
chucks can move to adjust wood length by 
grabbing the ends of the wood. Another has a 
motor to rotate. When the robot performs the 
processing, a rotary chuck exposes up the side 
to be cut. The system  can help the robot reach 
places that are otherwise difficult. In the 
following examples, the processing was 
conducted by the robot with the rotary chucks.

Rotary Chucks

Thinned woods remain underutilized because of their small radius and variation. This research attempts to process thinned wood without lumbering, 
which maximizes the usage of wood. The system, including robotic fabrication and database, was developed to address problems encountered while 
managing and processing irregular material.

▲Laser System ▲The cross laser indicates the wood has desired id.

The log corner-cutting process. The robot with a 
rotary chuck processes the wood joint, which 
needs complex manipulation.

▲Rotary Chuck
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